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An 18-year veteran of the Los Angeles County
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Department of Public Works was charged today

with grand theft for allegedly stealing thousands







of dollars of gasoline from several county

maintenance yards.
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Prosecutors allege that Soto charged more than COVID vaccines: The mystery of “breakthrough”
infections after shots
$5,000 worth of gasoline at three Los Angeles

County maintenance yards between July 2 and

Sept. 3, 2008. The theft was discovered when a

security guard saw Soto fill his minivan and

gasoline cans, they said.

Soto was arrested at his East L.A. home by

sheriff’s deputies on Sept. 25 and released two

days later on $25,000 bail.
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More in News

Critics from both sides of the political spectrum had accused the president of bowing to political
pressure that has been mounting over the record pace of unaccompanied migrants crossing the U.S.Mexico border.
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